Want to Create a Sign That You Will Love? 10 Things to Consider!
We see it all the time... people asking suggestions about paint colors, where to hang, stain colors,
etc. It truly is hard to consider everything. From our experience, here are the things that you may
want to consider to create the perfect sign. These are not MUSTS. Just suggestions. FYI- When
you pre-order your sign, you will only have to tell us the design and stain color. You will be able to
choose and use any combination of our 60 paint colors at the party.
1.   Buy One That You Love!
•   With over 300 designs, it should be something you or the owner will enjoy having in
their home every day.
2.   Who Are You Buying the Sign For?
•   Signs make great gifts. Is it for you, a family member or a friend? Think of who will own
it and what would they like.
3.   Where Is Your Sign Going to Hang?
•   Is the design you are choosing going to make sense where it is hanging? For Example:
Maybe if you are looking for a kitchen sign, so you choose ‘Meals and Memories.’
4.   Size Can Matter!
•   Each design only comes in 1 size, so maybe you determine the size you want first and
then choose a design that would fit that space. Our designs come in the following 5
sizes: 8”x16”, 16”x16”, 16”x20”, 18x14.4” and 24”x18”.
5.   What Is the Wall Color Where the Sign Will Be Hanging? (Stain Color)
•   Pick a stain color that will stand out from the wall is going to hang on. For Example:
Don’t pick grey stain on a grey wall.
6.   Is There Cabinetry, Furniture or Flooring in the Room? (Stain Color)
•   You might want a sign that compliments other wood finishes in the room. If you have
espresso furniture maybe you would want to pick an espresso sign.
7.   What Colors in the Room Will You Try and Match? (Paint Color)
•   You should also think about choosing paint colors based on the wall it is going to be
hanging on. If you don’t know, maybe you paint neutral colors.
8.   Pick Paint Colors That Will Show on the Stain You Choose. (Paint Color)
•   Wouldn’t put black paint on black stain. You can see our 60 paint colors on our 6 stain
colors on our website. At a party, we will bring paint sample boards to help you choose.
9.   Think About What Words on Your Sign Are Most Meaningful (Paint Colors)
•   Do you want particular words to stand-out? Maybe you paint those a color that will
make them stand-out.
10.  Lighting!
•   What is the lighting like where you are hanging it? If it is
dark then you may want to pick paint colors that really
POP!

